Project Overview
Create a tablet/kiosk prototype for a homeless shelter, all done in the
online setting
Team project with random assignment of team members. I was
chosen to be the team lead of my group
User test with members of the community that frequently work with
homeless individuals and/or shelters
Present multiple times in front of the stakeholders for the project,
showing what updates have been made along the way

OSF Homeless Kiosk Project

What I Learned
First project in the medical field. Had to spend more time in the
reserach phase of the project to better understand crucial features
How to digest information from presenters with lots of information
regarding our target audience and implement features on this info
Organzing a team in an online setting, especially ensuring that the
work was divied up properly
How to be the mediator for group arguments, especially those
revolving around the overall design (color palette, typography, etc.)

Project Overview
Create designs for Bradley University’s NASA SUITS Proposal for the
NASA SUITS Challenge 2022.
Appointed as Design Lead for the team. In charge of six other
designers, and collaborated with the other teams (like research)
Along with designing screens, wrote up paragraphs explaining how
the designs will accomplish the NASA mission objectives given to us

NASA SUITS Proposal for 2022

What I Learned
I was brought on as the design lead without prior experience on the
project. Had to explain the project to other designers that just joined
Adapting designs based on previous years’ feedback, while ensuring
it resembles our design patterns
Assigning design tasks via a ticketing software (Trello) and setting
up regular weekly meetings for progress reports
Communicating my team’s goals and current work to other team
leads, such as programming, and ensuring everyone understands
how their work will be used

Project Overview
Create equipment management software to replace overuse of
spreadsheets
<1 month from when we were given a prompt as a group and when
presentations were given
User tested with 3 CAT employees and revised the design within two
hours

Caterpillar World Usability Day Software

Present in front of the CAT stakeholders for the project, one group
moves on to present at World Usability Day (my group was selected)

What I Learned
First time being limited to a design library, where our design assets
could only come from that library
Microsoft Teams call for user testing, revisions, and first
presentations was roughly 9 hours long. Had to adapt to that.
Worked with CAT Digital employees for our revisions and following
their design process
Unofficially lead my group by organizing our work meetings and
keeping up communcation with the client

Project Overview
Research and design an sleep monitoring application for the Apple
Watch. My app idea was built around detecting sleep apnea
Create some companion iPhone screens to pair with the Apple
Watch screens
Create a prototype for the app
User test with the prototype to learn what is a painpoint

Restless: Apple Watch Sleep Monitor

What I Learned
How to design for an Apple Watch and the patterns used constantly
in similar applications
The difficulty in finding suitable user testers, since I needed to test
with an Apple Watch
Working from smaller screen designs to larger ones (Apple Watch to
companion iPhone app)

Project Overview

Agile Development from beginning (user research) to end
(stakeholder presentations)

Design a mobile phone application to have Pekin Insurance users
switch to paperless billing

Design three user flows (Make Payment, Settings, and Call Agent) for
the Pekin Insurance mobile application using material design

Create a “living” document from beginning to end. Also adapt from
working in-person to working online (start of COVID pandemic)

Pekin Insurance Paperless Billing Project
What I Learned

How to quickly learn about a subject I knew almost nothing about
(insurance) and create an application that makes sense

Working in a group for the first time for a UX project by delegating
roles like designer and researcher

Attending live meetings across the whole project with the client
stakeholders for the first time

Learned how to use Figma and Miro, two programs I heavily use
today for my UX design work.

OSF Homeless Kiosk App
https://www.figma.com/proto/zjRO782l3oK5dmkY9jAUB5/The-AcesDocument?page-id=364%3A151&nodeid=723%3A631&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.07&scaling=scaledown&starting-point-node-id=367%3A170&show-proto-sidebar=1

CAT Usability Day Software
Prototype Links for the Projects
https://www.figma.com/proto/U9IpDw9Tpo5yI6DZlKhYrQ/McDaniel_
Spencer_Mockups?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=34%3A1&viewport=406
%2C375%2C0.323664128780365&scaling=scale-down

Restless: Apple Watch Prototype
https://www.figma.com/proto/nhCGnuwVPJdBI2c0ujayEA/Pekin-Ins
urance-Wireframes?page-id=203%3A0&node-id=203%3A334&viewpo
rt=180%2C289%2C0.21258461475372314&scaling=min-zoom

Pekin Insurance Paperless Billing
https://www.figma.com/proto/nhCGnuwVPJdBI2c0ujayEA/Pekin-Ins
urance-Wireframes?page-id=203%3A0&node-id=203%3A334&viewpo
rt=180%2C289%2C0.21258461475372314&scaling=min-zoom

Prototype Links for the Projects

https://www.figma.com/proto/nhCGnuwVPJdBI2c0ujayEA/Pekin-Ins
urance-Wireframes?page-id=212%3A177&node-id=212%3A178&view
port=270%2C417%2C0.1079825833439827&scaling=min-zoom

https://www.figma.com/proto/nhCGnuwVPJdBI2c0ujayEA/Pekin-Ins
urance-Wireframes?page-id=216%3A0&node-id=217%3A0&viewport=
96%2C417%2C0.2704944312572479&scaling=min-zoom

https://www.figma.com/proto/nhCGnuwVPJdBI2c0ujayEA/Pekin-Ins
urance-Wireframes?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=7%3A3&viewport=335
%2C218%2C0.0873136967420578&scaling=scale-down

